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Customers today have become increasingly empowered and have high expectations of good 
service. Thus the need for constant change and improvement is necessary in the service busi-
ness. In order to keep up with the expectations customer feedback is vital. Complaints are 
one method of acquiring feedback, which offers a chance to improve existing services.  
Complaints have the possibility to give the service provider valuable insight into the current 
problems and areas that need to be improved. Effective handling of complaints provides an 
opportunity to correct and improve the services and in this way to increase customer satisfac-
tion, loyalty and profit.  
The objective of this thesis is to develop a better complaint handling solution for a service 
provider company. The case company for which the research is conducted is Lassila and 
Tikanoja, a service provider offering cleaning services. In the theoretical section of the thesis 
report the focus is on explaining how complaints can be a gift for the company and how com-
plaint management can affect customer satisfaction and loyalty. The empirical section focus-
es on identifying the problems in Lassila and Tikanoja’s complaint handling methods and also 
in developing a new system that would be more efficient for the company.  
Complaint handling is concerned with taking into consideration the customer’s needs and ex-
pectations. The empirical section of the thesis project was conducted with the help of one of 
Lassila and Tikanoja’s biggest clients. Firstly, complaints were analyzed to get an idea about 
the most common problems and then interviews were conducted with representatives of the 
client company and also with representatives and employees from Lassila and Tikanoja. Final-
ly, a new system was developed with guidance from the company’s IT department. The de-
velopment ideas include the introduction of an improved mobile phone based system, which 
would include incorporate changes to the existing system to offer a chance for improved 
complaints handling.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Nowadays customer’s needs and expectations are continuously rising. Service provider 
companies are struggling to keep up with expectations. Thanks to the internet and the 
unlimited access to information customers are more informed and more demanding than 
before. In order to keep customers satisfied, service provider companies need to contin-
ually improve and develop their services. Customer feedback plays a great role in service 
development; it is important to always take into consideration what the customer wants 
and needs. Complaints are one form of feedback, when companies manage to deal with 
upcoming complains effectively, they encourage customer loyalty and customer satisfac-
tion. Complaints are helping in developing a good communication with the customers and 
handling complaints effectively can ensure a good and honest relationship between ser-
vice provider and customer. 
 
The complaint handling, therefore, is very important in maintaining and developing a 
good relationship with the customer. Vile it is important for service providing companies 
to attract new customers, it is vital for them to retain the existing ones as well. Dissatis-
fied customers have to be encouraged to complain, in order to be able to resolve the ex-
isting problem and also to develop a better communication and a better relationship. As 
mentioned, customer feedback and complaints are very important for improving differ-
ent aspects of business. An effective complaint management process can ensure the 
company more satisfied and loyal customers in this way improving profitability. Handling 
complaints effectively and ensuring customer satisfaction constantly have to be a priority 
for any service provider company. Customers are the ones who bring profit to the com-
pany so their opinion have to be take into consideration when developing services for 
them. 
 
The theory part of this thesis explains the importance of customer feedback and custom-
er complains. It is important to understand that even if complains are mostly perceived 
as negative and unnecessary, complains can be a great help for service provider compa-
nies. Complaints handled effectively can help in developing and improving the services, 
can also ensure a better communication and a better relationship with the client and can 
improve customer loyalty. By having a well developed complaint handling system, com-
panies can keep customers happy and satisfied. 
 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a more efficient complaint handling system for a ser-
vice provider company. The case company chosen for this project is Lassila and Tikanoja, 
working in the field of cleaning services. Because customers play a huge role when think-
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ing about complains and how to resolve incoming complains one of Lassila and Tikanojas 
biggest clients helps in conducting this research. In order to get to the final development 
idea, the research is based on tree research questions. First of all is important to find 
out the main reasons for the complaints. After knowing the reasons it is important to 
make an idea on how complains are managed now at Lassila and Tikanoja. Finally it is 
very important to know the customers opinion about the complaint handling system. It is 
vital to know about the customers’ expectations in order to be able to develop the exist-
ing services.  
 
The research begins by analyzing the complaints Lassila and Tikanoja got from one of his 
clients in a time period of six months. This complains give a clear picture about the type 
of problems that usually occur. After having an idea about the problems group interviews 
are conducted with employees of the client company and also the manager is inter-
viewed. Gathering information about how complaints are handled from customer’s per-
spective and also finding out the customer’s needs and expectations for the future is vi-
tal for this research. In the end some group interviews are held with employees of Lassila 
and Tikanoja and also with the manager and one of the service supervisors. It is im-
portant to get the service provider companies perspective as well in order to be able to 
improve their complaint handling system. 
 
2 Importance of customer feedback  
 
Nowadays customers are more informed and they are expecting more when thinking 
about services and how services are provided to them. Managing the delivery of a quality 
service is very different from managing the production of a product (Zemke & Schaaf 
1989, 13). A service doesn’t exist until the time of delivery. The customer’s role is very 
important and vital in designing the service. Besides knowing what the service provider 
offers, it is very important to have a clear picture about what the customer expect in or-
der to deliver a good quality service. It is important to educate the customer about the 
possibilities in order to get useful feedback during service delivery (Zemke & Schaaf 
1989, 14). Services are successful if customers expectations are satisfied and the level 
that customer expects is reached. 
 
In the service business it is important to know that the customer is the one who defines 
the service, but to many service provider companies this is hard to understand. That is 
why customer feedback is so important; in case that is missing there are several ways to 
ask for it (Ford & McNair & Perry 2009, 149-151). Getting the right feedback is important 
in order to determine customer expectations about an existing or new service. It also 
helps companies determine customer needs and it can help in developing a better rela-
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tionship with the client (Shuttle 2015). Customer expectations should be always the 
starting point when offering a service, the clients preferences should always be taken in-
to consideration in order to make the customer feel important and in order to develop a 
good relationship in the long run. Customers can also give an idea about the company, 
valuable outside perspective that can help in further develop the business. By trying to 
take into consideration customer needs and expectations, unwillingly services are im-
proved and developed all the time (Aspili, 2014). Customer feedback can give a clear 
picture for the service provider company about how its services are perceived and what 
changes could be made for improving. 
 
As Sarah Cook mentions in one of her books, “listening to customer is vital” in order to 
be able to attract more new customers and also it is vital in retaining and satisfying ex-
isting ones. The result of good customer care and good customer relationship is valuable 
feedback, good and bad, which automatically helps in service design and development 
(Cook, 2002. 80-83).  It is important to listen to the customer good, constructive feed-
back and also complaints need to be taken into consideration. The customer has the 
right to communicate its likes and dislikes and these opinions need to be taken into con-
sideration. Especially in the cleaning busies, the service provider must provide at some 
level personalized services in order to make it work. Every customer is different it is ex-
pected that the same service needs changes to satisfy different customer needs. Even if 
in this research the focus is on the complaints it is important for the reader to under-
stand that all kind of customer feedback is important for a service delivery company. 
Complaint are also feedback from the customer, a sign that something went wrong and 
services need to be improved or corrected. 
 
Nowadays the customer is more and more empowered, does not accept a poor service 
any more. The expectations are becoming higher and so is the competition. Customers 
are always informed about the new trends and improvements, thanks to the internet and 
unlimited access to information. Service companies need to stay informed about the lat-
est trends and need to improve and redesign the services all the time in order to keep up 
with the competition and the customer needs (Cook 2012, 3-6) Cleaning services are be-
coming more and more competitive as new companies offering them appear almost dai-
ly. The client’s expectations are growing and in order to be able to retain customers it is 
important to make them happy and listen to their needs when designing the services for 
them. In today’s internet driven world information is travelling really faster, a happy 
customer, a good feedback can ensure lot of new customers and in the same way com-
plaints can have a negative affect if not corrected in a timely matter ( McDonald 2013).  
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2.1 Customer complaints 
 
Complaints are just another way of getting feedback. People tend to think of complaint 
as a bad thing, but as mentioned before feedback is necessary and complaints can help 
in improving the services. Complaints can help understanding the customer needs better 
and can give a clearer picture about customers expectations. Even if complaints suggest 
negativity, because they usually describe some kind of service failure, by handling them 
effectively these complains can lead to a positive customer interaction (Evans 2013.). 
Listening to customers is vital in any service business, complaints have to be taken seri-
ously and solution to the problem has to be found always in order to keep customers loy-
al and happy. In order to be able to correct mistakes is really important for the service 
provider company to know about the existence of the service failure. Customers have 
different expectations and sometimes they perceive services differently, some service 
delivery failures may not be clear for the provider company, that is why complaints are 
vital in understanding the customer. 
 
Usually only a small percentage of a company’s customers do actually complain and even 
less take the time to write compliments. It is important to consider every complaint and 
deal with it as soon as possible, because clients that do take the time to complain, prob-
ably take the time to describe their bad service experience to different other possible 
customers. A complaint gives the service provider opportunity a second chance to make 
things right and it is important to implement the improvements also to other existing 
customers that maybe don’t take the time to complain. (Cook, 2002. 81-82) Only a small 
percentage of customers usually complain, but this percentage needs to be taken into 
consideration in order to improve the services throughout the company. The few persons 
that take the time to complain or to report a service failure are trying to  communicate 
and are trying to develop a relationship with the service provider company, how these 
complains are handled can make a difference in how this relationship will progress in the 
future. 
 
Nowadays the most important fact that everybody has to realize, especially in the ser-
vice industry is that customer is always right. Sometimes people that don’t understand 
the importance of customer can end up working in the service business and this can be 
one of the reasons complaints arise, it is important to make everybody working in the 
service business understand that customers expectations always have to be taken into 
consideration. Customer always wins and if the customer doesn’t get the expected ser-
vices it will change to other service provider company. Sometimes the customers give 
another chance, by making a complaint or by simply presenting what the expectations 
for improvement are. It is important to hear these complaints and offer a solution as fast 
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as possible for any kind of problem (Swyers, 2012). By not listening to the customer or by 
giving a wrong answer and not taking care of the problem it is possible to lose more than 
one customer, so it can cost a great deal of money for the company. 
 
Complaints are an expression of dissatisfaction and customers are complaining in order 
to release their anger and because they expect a solution that is why complains should 
always be taken seriously. ISO 10002:2004 defines a complaint as “an expression of dis-
satisfaction made to an organization related to its products, or the complaint-handling 
process itself, where a response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected.” (Cook, 
2012. 9). The problem can be that dissatisfied customers don’t always complain, findings 
show that only a very small percentage take the time to voice their expectations and ask 
for solutions. It is important for service providing companies to welcome complains and 
to give the chance to their customer to complain. By encouraging people to complain the 
company gets a second chance to make things right. By efficiently handling the com-
plaint communication with customer can be developed. By listening to costumers needs 
and making an effort in improving the services in the favor of the client can assure the 
company a good relationship and a loyal client. (Cook, 2012. 9-21)  
 
All in all even if getting feedback is a good thing and complaints can help develop ser-
vices, still most service provider companies strive to reduce the number of the incoming 
complaints.  In many organizations complaints are seen as a really bad thing that needs 
to be minimized and managed in order to be able to control them. Complaints cause 
negative reactions; sometimes it can be difficult solving them that is why most of the 
time complaints are perceived as something negative that causes problems (Lim, 2011). 
Organization do have to realize that complains can help in developing their services in 
order to better need the always changing needs of their customers. Of course this does 
not mean that managing complains is not important, actually it is crucial and it can make 
a huge difference. How complaints are taken care of can give an idea to the client how 
involved the company is. Unresolved complaints can negatively affect an organization. 
Research show that customers are most satisfied when complaints are dealt immediately 
and especially when they don’t have to repeat the same complaint again and again 
(Brandweiner, 2013). 
 
The best thing for a company is to comprehend complaints as gifts received from the 
customer that can help them develop (Lim, 2011). It is important to make use of these 
gifts and develop a well designed complaint management system that helps in resolving 
the complaints as soon as possible and also it makes sure that the company learns from 
the mistakes. As not everybody takes the time to complain, the service provider needs to 
learn from the few complains that are getting to them and improve their services for 
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everybody. By always improving and redesigning the services, by listening to complains, 
the company can have a great competitive advantage and keep its clients happy. Com-
plains are the best way to increase customer trust and build a good relationship with the 
customer. 
 
3 Complaint management 
 
Feedbacks and complaints coming from the customers are necessary; the way complaints 
are handled can make a huge difference and also can ensure a better customer experi-
ence. Instead of dismissing complaints or by trying to resolve them without giving to 
much importance it is necessary to understand that the way complaints are handled can 
make a huge difference in customer satisfaction. Developing a complaint handling system 
needs to be seen as a necessary investment that can result very profitably in the long 
run. Companies also need to develop a system which makes it easier for customers to 
complain and to describe their expectations, in order to have an idea about the custom-
er’s perspective. Different customers can perceive the same services differently and it is 
important to develop the services according to their needs and expectations. (Cook, 
2012. 14-19) 
 
Service provider companies usually see complaints as a bad thing and they strive to elim-
inate complaints, without realizing how important customer feedback is. In trying so 
hard to eliminate complaints sometimes management forgets to check the core of the 
problem. Service failure cannot be totally eliminated, it is impossible. Especially in the 
cleaning business, but all other service providing companies, the services are delivered 
by people and making mistakes is a human thing. It is important to understand that com-
plaints don`t have to be eliminated, they have to be resolved. It is important for the 
companies to develop a good and efficient service handling system, because complaint 
handling is critical (Baron & Harris & Elliott. 2005. 261-263). An effective service recov-
ery system can effect customer satisfaction and can spread positive publicity about the 
company. Customers that have a positive experience about complaint handling and are 
happy with the end result will probably share their experience with others.  
 
Customers complain for a reason, they do expect to be treated fairly and they also ex-
pect their complaint to be handled in a short period of time. Ignoring or not giving the 
necessary importance to complaints can give a very bad feeling to the customer and 
emotions can have an important role in the customer’s future decisions. First of all the 
service provider company needs to take responsibility and act accordingly. As mentioned 
before the customer is always right, so the complaint handling steps have to be flexible 
and customer inputs and expectation have to be fallowed. Also it is important to work 
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together with the client in resolving the problem, giving explanations and making an ef-
fort to solve the problem by involving the client results in a good communication and 
more satisfied customers. In the end depending on the dimensions of the service failure, 
customers need to be compensated somehow for the time, for their effort and energy 
spent and also for the inconvenience the service failure may have caused. Managers need 
to develop an effective service recovery system in order to be able to keep track all the 
incoming complains, in order to be able to resolve the problems effectively and in order 
to make sure that the same complaint never happens again.  How a company takes ac-
tion when things go wrong can make a huge difference for the customer, it is well known 
fact that when complaints are resolved as expected customer loyalty increases. (Love-
lock & Wirtz & Chew, 2009. 339-343) 
 
Complaints are one way to measure customer service, how complaints are handled can 
indicate how much the company cares about its customers. Managing complaints requires 
flexibility and customers expectation needs to be taken into consideration. Having a 
standardized answer or a standard way to resolve a problem can create even more com-
plaints as customers expect different things. When designing a complaint managing and 
handling system it is important to include a part that makes it possible to interact with 
the costumer. It is important to create a process or system that is accessible for the cus-
tomer or any other complainer and also it is easy to use, in this way customers can be 
persuaded to give more feedback. The main idea is that complaint handling needs to be 
prompt and personalized. The customers have to feel that their needs are important and 
are taken into consideration. (Faulkner 2003, 91-95) 
 
When customers complain it is important for them to get a fast response and solution for 
the problem. Giving promises that take a long time to be actually turned into action it’s 
not what the customer expects. Nowadays we are living in a fast-moving society and cli-
ents need fast resolutions, in case that something goes wrong is important to be correct-
ed immediately. The longer it takes to resolve a complaint, customers can get annoyed 
and it can lead to a bad relationship. In case that resolving the complaint takes longer 
than expected it is important to keep in touch with the customer and explain the prob-
lem. It is important for the customer to know that the problem is dealt with and a solu-
tion is on its way. Taking complaints seriously means taking costumers seriously and valu-
ing customers can lead to a good relationship with the client. If customers invest time 
and effort in complaining and giving feedback it is important not only to make sure that 
their complains are resolved to the customers expectation, but also its important to re-
imburse the customer in order to show her that its valued. (Cook 2012, 37-47) 
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In any service provider company there is a need for effective complaint management. As 
presented before complaint handling can really affect customer satisfaction so a well de-
signed complaint handling system is important. Even if it involves investing in developing 
a good system it is worth it in the long run. Complaint handling policy has to be devel-
oped and has to be presented to everybody. For example there are seven steps that de-
scribe very clearly the most important stages that have to be taken into consideration 
when handling complaints. 
 
Listen 
Thank 
them Apologies  
Find solu-
tion Agree 
Take ac-
tion Follow up 
 
Customer complaints need to be taken into consideration because it can help not only in 
developing services but also in developing the relationship with the customer. It is im-
portant to see complaints as an advantage. First of all it is important to listen to the cus-
tomer, complaints doesn’t matter how small have to be taken into consideration. The 
customer has to fell that he is being heard and it is important to always thank the cus-
tomer for the feedback, even if it is a bad one. If the customer takes its time to update 
the company about the problem it is important to show the customer that the feedback 
is valued. Apology is always necessary, when customer reports a problem. It is no time 
for the explanations, first it is important to apologies for the inconvenience that oc-
curred. After hearing the problem it is time to think about a solution. It is important to 
take into consideration the customers ideas as well; sometimes the client can have a 
clear picture about how the problem must be corrected. If the customer doesn’t help, it 
is still important to find a way to resolve the problem as fast as possible. If it takes more 
steps than a clear plan has to be developed. After the solution is found it is important to 
discuss about it with the customer once again before taking action. It is vital that the 
problem gets fixed in the time schedule promised to the customer. Follow up sometimes 
remains forgotten especially in case of small complaints, but it is necessary. By following 
up on a problem after an amount of time, it can be ensured that the solution was a good 
one and the customers can fell well. (Altorenna 2015) 
 
Complaint handling is necessary and every company should have a well developed system 
or at list the main steps of how complaints should be handled have to be clear for every-
body. Customer’s expectations are really high nowadays and in order to reach dose ex-
pectations working together with customer is important. Service recovery needs to be a 
priority for all the service provider companies. Especially in the cleaning business, where 
the services are delivered by people and making mistakes is human and it happens some-
times. Complaints need to be accepted as necessary evil and by developing a good sys-
tem to handle these complains can bring many benefits for the company. 
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4 Research background 
 
The main objective of this research is to find out how complaint management can be 
improved at a service company. Working in the field of cleaning services for more than 
eight years has thought me that complaints are inevitable, but the way a service pro-
vider company handles complaints can be vital in order to improve customer satisfac-
tion and their relationship whit the customer. Focusing on the current problems that 
appear daily in the cleaning services and the reasons for the complaints the aim of the 
research is to help developing a better complaint handling system for the service com-
pany in order to improve customer satisfaction and loyalty. Working in the service field 
has thought me that customers are the most important. Everything that the customer 
needs or wants to improve, to develop or to change at a service has to be made possi-
ble by the service designing company. 
 
How a service provider company handles complaints and feedbacks can affect the rela-
tionship whit the customer, finding new customers can be easy but retaining customers 
can be hard work. In the service business complaints and feedbacks are an important 
tool in improving or in creating new services. This research aims to improve the service 
company’s complaint handling methods and also to create additional services that can 
improve the company’s complaint management in the long term. Focusing on com-
plaints that arise every day, for a longer period of time, and by taking into considera-
tion the customer’s opinion along the way can give the information needed for improv-
ing the way how complaints are managed. Not every customer complains, but those 
who take the time to report about a service failure, they really want to get a response 
and a solution to their problem as fast as possible.  
 
This research is conducted for Lassila and Tikanoja, one of the most important Facility 
Management companies in Finland.  Working there as a service supervisor and working 
closely together whit my service manager it was discovered the need for a better com-
plaint handling system. In order to retain its customers, nowadays when everybody is 
looking for a cheaper option, it is vital for the managers to keep customers satisfied. 
When complaints and feedbacks are not considered and took care of in the way and in 
the time manner that the client expects, problems can appear and customers can be 
lost. It is important to find a way to retain customers and in order to do that complaint 
management have to be improved. Customers are really important for Lassila and 
Tikanoja and nowadays the big company is losing them because of the competition. 
Complaints are coming every day and the managers do think that this is one of the rea-
sons why customers change to other companies.  
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Lassila and Tikanoja realized that there is a need in developing the way how complaints 
are handled. Even if getting complaints is not necessarily a bad thing, getting to many 
complaints or having unresolved complaints can seriously affect the business in a bad 
way.  It is important to develop a system that takes into consideration the fact that 
complains not only have to be answered and resolved it is important to use them also 
for improving the services and to make sure that the same complaint doesn’t keep re-
appearing. Lassila and Tikanoja invested in many different ways to develop their ser-
vices, to offer a better place to work for its employees even developed the technology 
used at the company. They didn’t really invest in developing a new complaint man-
agement system. Complaint handling is part of the manager’s job description. There is 
not a well-founded system, which helps in resolving upcoming service failures. 
 
4.1 Research questions  
 
In order to get results it is important to follow the main idea, to always keep in mind 
the objective of this research. In order to be able to have a good outcome and valuable 
development ideas it is important to have a plan and basic ideas to guide the outcome 
of this research. Implementing good research questions are a valuable tool in helping 
the work to move forward and also to ensure that the focus of the research is not lost 
from the main idea. By analyzing and implementing the research questions this survey 
has to be able to give the general picture about how complaint management can be 
improved and can help in developing future aspects in complaint handling. 
 
This research is concerned whit the topic of complaint management at a service com-
pany and the objective is to find out how this companies complaint management sys-
tem can be improved in order to be more efficient. To be able to give development 
ideas on this topic, first the research questions have to be developed. In the beginning 
it is important to know what are the most common complaints and what is the reason 
for these complains. Through these questions the research will get a much clearer pic-
ture about the company and its services. After studying the complaints it is important 
also to find out the customers point of view. It is vital to know what the customers’ ex-
pectations are when making the complaint and how satisfied the customer is with the 
final outcome. Finally it is very important to find out from the service provider compa-
ny how complaints are handled and what the reason for the specific approach in resolv-
ing the problem. The whole idea of a better complaint handling system is to keep the 
customers happy. 
 
First research question is: what are the reasons for the complaints at Lassila and 
Tikanoja. By responding to this question it becomes clearer what are the main prob-
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lems that the company faces whit one of its biggest clients. By going true the com-
plaints, the main problems should be found and these problems can be a starting point 
for the research. Based on the findings possible questions for future interviews have to 
be developed in order to move forward with the research. 
 
The second research question is: What is the customer’s perspective about the com-
plaints. It is very important to find out how the customers feel about the complaints. 
Giving feedback is a good thing, but always complaining can be annoying for the cus-
tomer. It is important to know at which point these complaints become a problem for 
the customer. Also it is important to know what the customer things about how Lassila 
and Tikanoja handle these complaints. Is the customer satisfied whit the outcome, are 
the customers’ expectations reached. 
 
The third research question, guiding this thesis is: what is Lassila and Tikanojas point of 
view. By interviewing the manager and some of the employees working at the company 
relevant information’s should be revealed. It is important to know how the manager 
handles the complaints in order to find out what went wrong.  
 
In order to be able to give a clear development idea and in order to develop a better 
complaint handling system, all these questions have to be answered. It is important to 
keep in mind the quid lines and always follow the research questions in order to get to 
good results. 
 
4.2 Case company 
 
This research is conducted for Lassila and Tikanoja, being an employee there for over 
seven years I have the necessary knowledge and access to the necessary information in 
order to be able to work on a project that will benefit the company. Lassila and 
Tikanoja is a service company with operations in Finland, Russia and Sweden with over 
8000 employees. (Unknown1 2013) Founded in 1905 through the years has developed 
into an international company focusing on environmental management and support ser-
vices for properties and plants. It is a service company whit the main idea to help the 
customers focusing on their core business by taking care of their other service needs.  
 
Lassila and Tikanoja is a facility management company offering the full range of ser-
vices to its customers, such as waste management and recycling, cleaning and support 
services, property maintenance, sewer maintenance, damage repairs, process cleaning, 
environmental construction and event services. In my research the focus will be on 
cleaning services. (Unknown2 2013) Lassila and Tikanoja offers expert cleaning services 
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to any different property types always taking into consideration the needs of its cus-
tomers, by offering environmentally friendly and professional cleaning stuff maintains 
its competitive advantage in the cleaning service sector.(Unknown3 2013) Working my-
self at Lassila and Tikanoja as an expert and supervisor in cleaning services it was im-
portant to develop a project that focuses on a problem that needs resolving in the field 
I am interested in.  
 
Lassila and Tikanoja is one of the biggest and well known service company in Finland, 
offering its services everywhere in the country. This research is conducted in the com-
panies cleaning services division situated in Espoo. Only in this division, in the city of 
Espoo, Lassila and Tikanoja is offering its cleaning services to over 230 clients. The re-
search will be conducted taking into consideration one client of the company. Develop-
ing a more effective complaint management system focusing on one of their bigger cli-
ents can later help in using the same system whit all the other clients. This client will 
be referred to as a grocery store, it is not necessary to use names, the research being 
conducted for Lassila and Tikanoja and not for their client. 
 
4.3 Methodology  
 
Aim of this thesis is to give some practical development ideas about how complaint 
management can be developed at Lassila and Tikanoja. This research sets out finding 
out the entire background information needed whit the help of the company’s biggest 
clients. For this research are chosen mainly qualitative methods, it is important to gain 
a good understanding about the problems in order to be able to develop new ideas. In-
terviews are mainly used in order to get a clear image about how the company and the 
client company’s employees perceive the cleaning services. Whit the help of these in-
terviews reliable customer feedback will help to identify the strengths and the weak-
nesses of Lassila Tikanojas complaint management system. The research is made in 
three phases in order to get all the necessary information. 
 
 In the first phase complaints coming from the client company are studied in order to 
help developing the most important interview questions necessary in the second and 
third phase of the research. Complaint and feedback emails which came to Lassila and 
Tikanoja from the grocery store begging from 1st of January 2015 until 30th of July 2015 
are analyzed in order to get a big picture about the main occurrence of these com-
plaints. The focus it`s to find out the nature of these complains without focusing on 
the cleaning issues.  
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Qualitative research is used; most of the needed information’s are gathered trough in-
dividual and group interviews. The questions for the interviews are mainly developed 
based on the complaint emails. In the second part of this research the information is 
gathered from the grocery stores manager and employees. It is important to get their 
point of view in order to get to the bottom of the problem. It is needed to have a clear 
picture of why complaints are made and what is the client’s expectation for further 
development in the complaint management system. The third part of this research fo-
cuses on finding out Lassila and Tikanojas point of views concerning complains. Inter-
views are conducted with the service manager, service supervisor and two cleaners 
working in the grocery store. It is important to know how complaints are managed now 
at the company in order to give further development ideas. 
 
5 Research development 
 
This research is based mainly on qualitative methods and it set out in resolving one of 
Lassila and Tikanoja, cleaning companies, main problem. Complaint handling at the 
company has to be improved in order for the company to be able to keep their customers 
satisfied. In the service business complaints and feedbacks are a vital part in service de-
velopment. Cleaning services also have to be constantly developed by the expectations 
of the clients and for this to be possible client feedback has to be taken into considera-
tion all the time. This research was conducted from the beginning of August 2015 until 
the end of October 2015 and the results are described in this part of the report. As the 
study was conducted in three parts the results and conclusions will be described in sepa-
rate divisions and overview will be given in the end. 
 
5.1 Complaints 
 
This research sets out into finding out how Lassila and Tikanoja complaint management 
system can be improved. In order to be able to give some development ideas it is vital 
to find out more about their current complaint handling methods. In the first part of 
this study are analyzed the complaints that Lassila and Tikanoja got from one of his 
biggest client, the grocery store. The main form of complaints and feedback registered 
to the company are coming trough emails. As the service manager Ulle Samilova men-
tioned, more than 90 percent of all complaints are coming trough emails, only very ur-
gent problems are announced trough phone, but even those are usually later resolved 
and documented trough emails. Even when the monthly check ups are done together 
with the client, the final report is handled trough emails. 
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There were analyzed all the complaints’ and feedbacks that were registered in a period 
of six months, from the 1st of January 2015 until 30th of June 2015. In total in this peri-
od there were registered 106 feedback emails coming from the grocery store. First of 
all it was noticed the small number of good feedback on a period of six months. This 
proves that client usually takes the time to report the problems that encounters. It is a 
very good sign that there are at least a few feedbacks that give a better felling for the 
service provider. 
 
  Nr of emails % of emails 
complaints  97 91,5% 
good feedback 9 8.50% 
  106 100% 
 
 
Good, constructive feedback is also important and it is almost missing altogether, only 
8.5 % of all the emails registered are as good feedback. It is important to find out the 
reason of this in the future parts of this study, but the main focus still remains to find 
out more about complaints. 
 
Further in this study are analyzed the main reasons these complains occur. After going 
true all the complaints, there are recognized five categorize, which describes clearly 
the reasons for these negative feedbacks. There were in total 97 complaints registered 
in the period of six months, as mentioned before in this thesis, the main focus is not to 
find out about the service failure or the cause of it. The idea is not to improve Lassila 
and Tikanojas cleaning services, the idea is to find out what types of complains are 
coming up. By categorizing these complains helps in a better understanding of the rea-
son why these are occurring. 
 
  
Nr of com-
plaints % of complaints 
complaints about the cleaning services 27 28% 
complaints about the cleaners attitude 12 13% 
complaints about cleaning room and equipment 9 9% 
complaints about how complaints are handled 7 7% 
reoccurring complaints about the same prob-
lem 42 43% 
Total 97 100% 
 
After analyzing and understanding the nature of the complaints, it was possible to cre-
ate five different categories. First category, complaints about the cleaning services, re-
fers to the emails which report a problem about the cleaning itself, the service failure 
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itself. When the perceived cleaning services are not according to the level agreed be-
tween the service provider and the client these complaints appear. As the main focus is 
not to develop or to improve the cleaning service, there is no use to get into describing 
the service failures that this grocery store faces. The second category, complaints 
about the cleaner’s attitude, refers to complains about the cleaning stuff. For example 
the cleaner has an inappropriate attitude towards others or doesn’t respect it`s work-
ing schedule. This could mean, that the employees are not getting the necessary induc-
tion at the workplace about the Finnish working culture. The third category, complaints 
about cleaning room and equipment, contains feedback about how the cleaning rooms 
and the cleaning equipments are not taken care of. As there is more than one cleaner 
working in the same premises, using the same tools, it seems that they easily forgot to 
take care of their own equipment and the cleaning room premises. The forth category 
concerns a small percentage of the emails, when the client is not satisfied with the re-
sults on how some of the complaints where managed. The last category, and as shown 
in the table above the most important one, are the reoccurring complaints. By analyz-
ing the complaint it became obvious that some of the problems are keep reappearing 
over and over again. For example one of the complaints about a simple cleaning ser-
vice, that the mirrors are not cleaned appropriately, reappeared 8 times. When these 
complaints are keep coming up about the same perceived service in an interval of a 
few weeks, it means that something must have went wrong in the handling of the first 
complain, or otherwise it shouldn’t appear again. Reappearing complaints can be a sign 
that some of these complaints were not handled effectively in the first time. After tak-
ing care of a problem, handling a complaint, it is important to also make sure that the 
same problem will not reaper, that is why follow up is important. 
 
Taking into consideration that 97 complaints in six months is quite a big number and it 
is necessary to take into consideration different methods in reducing the number. In 
avoiding dealing with the problem can result in losing the client’s confidence on the 
way. After analyzing all the emails it is becoming quite clear that complaints are not 
handled very effectively as it is proved by the very high number of reappearing of the 
same complaint. 
 
5.2 Client`s perspective 
 
In the second part of the research interviews were conducted with the grocery stores 
manager and a group interview with some of the stores employees. The questions used 
in the interviews are mainly based on the emails analyzed before. It is important to 
find out the client’s perspective on these complaints, for example, why the amount of 
complaints is so big and how the client perceives these complaints. Are these com-
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plains made more as a form of constructive feedback or they are used as a necessary 
tool in order to get the cleaning services to the expected level. Taking into considera-
tion that some complaints reappear so many times it can be annoying for the client the 
fact that these complains are not managed efficiently. 
 
First it was set up a group interview with six of the grocery stores employees, from dif-
ferent divisions. It was a short interview, not more than 10 minutes, at the end of the 
employees work shift. First of all one of the questions was how they perceive the over-
all cleaning services provided by Lassila and Tikanoja. Everybody agreed that the over-
all cleaning level is high and the store is clean, but there are small problems that are 
keep reappearing and are getting annoying. “Making a complaint about the same prob-
lem over and over again can be really annoying” was the answer of one of the employ-
ees. One employee also mentioned that checking the cleaning level, and checking if 
work was done by the cleaner is not in his work description. It was a common idea that 
the cleaning level is usually high, but in case if something goes wrong it really takes a 
long time until it gets fixed. About the question that in what way these cleaning prob-
lems affect their work, the answer was that usually the problems are not that big and 
their work is only affected by the fact that they need to report when something is not 
done properly and usually they are busy with their own job. The only think that four of 
the participating employees mentioned, was about the cleaner working in the day 
time. Most of the cleaning is conducted at night, when the store is closed, but there is 
one cleaner in the daytime. The problem with him is that he “bothers the stores em-
ployee quite often” as an employee mentioned. Very many times he comes to ask em-
ployees to translate his texts for example or to ask where different places are. One of 
the employees even mentioned that he came to her and invited her to coffee. They 
don’t like that the cleaner doesn’t have the necessary training and it’s not their job to 
give him instruction, “we are very busy with our own job, especially in the morning” 
was one of the employees reply. In their opinion the supervisors from Lassila and 
Tikanoja are not doing their job properly, cleaners need more teaching and more guid-
ance; also the complaints need to be resolved right away. They think that more super-
vision would be necessary, as most of the cleaners are from different countries; they 
are not totally familiarized with Finnish working culture. Cleaners should know better 
how to do their job and in case of complaints it is important for them to know that is 
not enough to correct it, they also have to make sure that it doesn’t appear the same 
problem again.  
 
The meeting with the grocery store manager was also quite short, not more than 15 
minutes, but relevant information was reveled. First of all the manager also agreed 
with the workers that the cleaning level is high. Most of the complaints were coming to 
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Lassila and Tikanoja from the manager, so he was familiar with the emails. Writing 
feedback doesn’t mind him, even if it is negative one. As he revealed in the interview, 
he had many years of experience working in the service business and he knows very 
well how things work.”By writing these complaints I know that in some way I can help 
in further developing the cleaning services” was the opinion of the manager. He likes 
to be involved and to communicate all the time with the service provider, as he de-
scribed it, this is his job. The manager also revealed that he wants to keep improving 
the services and it is important to him to be up to date in all issues. Even if he doesn’t 
mind reporting about the observed service mistakes, he was bothered by the fact that 
some of his complaints are never completely resolved. “It is hard to go forward if the 
same complaints are keep reappearing again and again” was the manager’s approach of 
the problem. He said that he is not familiar with the workers; he usually keeps contact 
with the service manager or sometimes with the service supervisors from Lassila and 
Tikanoja. Many times it had happened that it was promised to him by an email that the 
work will be corrected, but it didn’t actually happen. It was really annoying for him to 
write about the same thing many times. The manager’s opinion was that there is some 
miss communication most of the time between the manager, the supervisor and the 
workers and somehow the information gets lost on the way. He is not familiarized ex-
actly with their system to resolve complaints, but he is sure that something’s doesn’t 
work as it should. In the end the grocery stores manager reveals the fact that he al-
ready talked to Lassila and Tikanoja about the possibility to develop some kind of sys-
tem which would make keeping track of the complaints easier. He would really appre-
ciate if he could get some kind of feedback as well in real time, when complaints are 
resolved. He really thought that a company this big should have a better system in re-
solving the complaints.  
 
5.3 Complaint handling at Lassila and Tikanoja  
 
After getting the grocery stores perspective about the complaint handling system at 
Lassila and Tikanoja, it is also relevant to find out what the employees working for 
Lassila and Tikanoja  think about this subject. There where interviews conducted with 
two of the cleaners who work at the grocery store, one of the service supervisors and 
the service manager. Relevant information was gathered along these discussions. 
 
The interviews with the cleaners working at the store where relevant in understanding 
how the information’s about the complaints are getting to them and how they handle 
it. One of the cleaners sad that they have two service supervisors, one of them usually 
appears at the store when they need to resolve some problem. Most of the time the in-
formation about the complaints doesn’t even get to the cleaners, it is handled by the 
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service supervisors. The employees also explained that sometimes the service manager 
called them directly to ask those to correct some work, because there was no one to 
guide them sometimes the work wasn’t done properly. One of the worker also report-
ed, that as they work really late at the store, many times has happened that in case of 
a problem nobody responded to the phone and they have no way to reach someone in 
order to resolve the problem. Also the cleaners think that they didn’t have the neces-
sary induction for the work and because of the lack of supervision mistakes do happen 
quite often. The employees also told that they have too much work and the time is re-
ally limited, so sometimes when they get a call or message about some kind of com-
plaint that needs to be corrected, they don`t have other choice but to ignore it or do it 
very superficially. They also think that the supervisors should take into consideration 
their time and help them out or schedule the work in a way that is manageable. When 
presented to them the big amount of complaints that came in the last months, they re-
plied that they had no idea, the complaints are not coming directly to them and they 
are not the ones that usually correct the mistakes. That means that after the com-
plaints are handled, the problems are not discussed with the cleaners and there is no 
way for improvement.  
 
The interviews with the service supervisor and the service manager took place as a 
group interview. After describing the results gathered from the grocery store and also 
from their own employees, the service manager admitted that she knows about most of 
these problems. She recognized that there is a problem with communication when it 
comes to complains and also the biggest problem is supervision. She doesn’t have time 
to always check if all the complaints are resolved, that is the service supervisor’s job. 
The manager sad that it is really needed a system that somehow can follow all the 
complaints and also to have a real time feedback about the complaint handling. The 
complaints are coming by email, the manager sad that sometimes she calls to her em-
ployee to tell about the complaint and ask to correct the mistake, but sometimes she 
doesn’t have time and she just forwards the message to her supervisor. The service su-
pervisor taking part at the interview recognized that normally is her job to take care 
that the complaints are handled and that the cleaners get the necessary induction in 
order for this to never happen again. Because the cleaners are working so late and 
sometimes they have so much work, the service supervisor itself corrects the mistakes 
and it is no time to involve the cleaner as well. Because of the big amount of clients, 
that one supervisor has to take care of sometimes it is no time to check on everything 
personally and sometimes there is not enough time to follow up how complaints were 
handled. Both of the manager and the service supervisor agreed that it would be a good 
help to find a solution to the problem, which would make their job easier. 
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5.4 Results overview  
 
The main purpose of this research is to find a solution to Lassila and Tikanojas problem 
concerning their complaint handling system. By analyzing the complaints of one of their 
biggest client and by having interviews with both representatives of the clients and of 
the company, the results are quite clear. The lack of a well defined system makes com-
plaint handling hard and confusion appears quite often.  
 
After gathering the results from the conducted interviews it is possible to describe a 
clear picture about how complaints are usually handled. Every complaint and feedback 
from the clients come trough emails to the service manager in charge of the place in 
question. The service manager relocates the complaint handling to the service supervi-
sor, it is in the supervisor job description to ensure that the complaints are resolved and 
normally she should than report back to the manager. Unfortunately this reporting back 
doesn’t happen all the time and the supervisor doesn’t always have time to check how 
the complaints were handled, as a result sometimes the job remains poorly done or un-
done and that and the client  complaints again. This is when the client gets annoyed 
about the services offered by Lassila and Tikanoja. Even when the complaints are han-
dled properly, follow up on them is forgotten and the cleaners are not inducted about 
these complains so that is why complaints are keep reappearing. It would be very im-
portant to get the information also to the cleaners; only they can make sure that the 
same mistake doesn’t keep reappearing. As a conclusion, it became clear that infor-
mation flow is incorrect. Nobody gets the necessary information inside Lassila and 
Tikanoja, everybody hopes that someone else can take care of the problem and some-
times there is nobody to actually check if the job was well done.   
 
In the service business giving feedback is very important in order to be able to develop 
and personalize the services in order to satisfy the different client needs, and the clients 
usually understand this. Also as found out in this research, the client, for which Lassila 
and Tikanoja offers its cleaning services, understands the need for writing the feedbacks 
and the need to work together in order to develop personalized cleaning services. The 
way the service provider manages to handle the complaints indicates the quality of the 
customer experience. So as the manager of the grocery store indicated, he has no prob-
lem with giving feedback, but it does get annoying when the complaint is not corrected 
as expected and the services are not improved accordingly. The manager from Lassila 
and Tikanoja thinks that there is not a well designed system to help her keep track about 
how the complaint handling evaluates and that is the reason mistakes are happening. 
The most important would be to find a way to track how the complaints are handled and 
in this way make sure that same problems doesn’t occur again and again.     
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6 Development idea 
 
The aim of this research was to develop a better complaint handling system. After gath-
ering the necessary background information, based on our theory part and also based on 
the research, the main founding is that Lassila and Tikanoja needs a better complaint 
handling system. The service manager needs to be in control of the situation, needs to 
keep track on how the complaints are handle and most importantly needs to make sure 
that the same complain doesn’t reoccur again and again. Customer satisfaction it is im-
portant, annoyed customers that make too many complaints are hard to retain. In order 
to ensure customer satisfaction concerning complains and also to help out the service 
manager to be able to better overlook the complaint handling a new system was created 
as a result of this research. The system was presented to Lassila and Tikanoja, the deci-
sion of implementing it or not will be the company’s decision as it involves an amount of 
money that needs to be invested. 
 
As a result of this research it became clear that a new complaint handling tracking sys-
tem is really necessary. Just last year Lassila and Tikanoja implemented a new system 
concerning work and working hours tracking. As a result of this new system every em-
ployee from the company has his own mobile phone and his own company email. True 
this the manager can track in real time when the employee starts the work and when it 
finishes. Trough the company emails communication with the employees is a lot easier 
nowadays. As it was mentioned by the IT manager, Lassila and Tikanoja spent millions of 
Euros in implementing this new system, it would be a good idea to further develop it and 
use it for example also for complaint handling.  
 
The main idea to develop the system how complaints are handled at Lassila and 
Tikanoja, includes a further development of the already existing phone system that 
would incorporate the real time tracking of upcoming complaints. Basically the idea is 
that the service manager should be able to forward the complaints directly to the em-
ployees and give a time frame in which the complaint needs to be handled. The employ-
ees already have emails on their phone, but emails are not all the time checked, so it 
would be important that the complaints come to the phone trough a different way, mak-
ing it impossible for the employees to ignore it. Also the manager has to have a feedback 
about the fact that the employee saw the message, if the feedback doesn’t come a 
phone call can be made or the service supervisor can check the situation. Most im-
portantly after the employee resolved the problem, would have to make a picture and 
send it to the manager so she can check the end result and also can decide if the prob-
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lem is resolved or needs further correction. Also by having the picture, the manager can 
send a response to the client that the complaint was being taking care of.  The employ-
ees can be educated to always check trough the complaints they have on their phone and 
make sure that same mistakes doesn’t happen again.  
 
 After the clear idea was developed, it was discussed with the IT manager to find out if 
the implementation of this system is possible. The manager confirmed that it would in-
clude some further costs, in order to develop the tracking system, but it is not impossi-
ble. It would be an idea that would really help with complaint handling management. If 
Lassila and Tikanoja would accept the cost this system involves it would be possible to 
make the changes needed in a few months. 
 
This development idea needs a lot of work if Lassila and Tikanoja take it into considera-
tion implementing it. This research gives a good idea for a future project that could real-
ly benefit the company in the future. 
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7 Conclusion 
 
Complaint management is vital for any service provider company. Taking into considera-
tion customer needs have to be a priority in order to succeed. Nowadays it is impossible 
to create a service that can offer the same satisfaction for all the customers. Everybody 
is different, that is why customer’s needs and expectations are varying. The important 
thing is to find a way to keep all customers happy, and that can only happen if custom-
er’s individual needs are taken into consideration. Sometimes companies invest huge 
amount of money in surveys in order to get a glimpse of what is important for the cus-
tomers. Complaints are a free way to find out about the problems or the areas where 
improvement is needed. Companies should invest in developing system that can help in 
effectively handling complaints. 
 
This thesis presents complaints as a necessary tool for a service provider company. Com-
plaints are very helpful; the important thing is to know how to handle them in order to 
keep customers satisfied. As presented in the theory part, customers have to be encour-
aged to complain in order for the company to get the valuable information needed for 
improvement and development. Also it is important to keep in mind that complaints are 
made for a reason and all service failures have to be corrected and customers’ expecta-
tions have to be reached. Going true this research can help getting a better understand-
ing about how customers comprehend complaints and also about how important it is for 
the service provider company to take these complaints seriously. 
 
The main purpose of this thesis was to find a solution in improving Lassila and Tikanojas 
current complaint handling system. By conducting the research a development idea sur-
faced and with the help of an already existing system and with the help of the IT de-
partment the way of putting the idea to action was also concluded. The idea is not fully 
developed but it gives a starting point for a future project at Lasilla and Tikanoaj. Now it 
is important for the company to realize the importance of improving their complaint 
handling methods and to invest the necessary amount of money and resources in devel-
oping the new system. In the long run this system should help in more effective com-
plaint handling and should increase customer loyalty and customer satisfaction. 
 
Customer satisfaction is vital for any service provider company. In order to keep custom-
ers happy it is important to make sure that complaints are handled effectively and cus-
tomers are welcomed to complain. By developing a well designed complaint handling sys-
tem, that helps communication with the customer, can ensure the company great profits 
in the long run. 
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